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Abstract

On the WWW it is not possible to supplement exist-
ing web pages of other people with new information
or a link to that information, because the WWW
does not have a standard method for write access.
With write access, information can be added in the
right context, which eases searching. We there-
fore de�ne Open Information Pools: a collection of
WWW based databases with public write access.
By using databases we add structure to the infor-
mation. Each database deals with a speci�c topic.
We developed an architecture to support Open In-
formation Pools. Important elements in the archi-
tecture are the rating and moderation tools. With
these tools the user group is able to maintain and
update the database and also to prevent errors and
abuse.

We conducted measurements on operational rating
and moderation tools to show the validity of our
idea. The study of Slashdot.org's rating and mod-
eration tools shows that insightful information is
recognised after only 37 minutes. We implemented
a prototype of a true Open Information Pool con-
taining music information. This database contains
biographies, audio CD descriptions, audio CD cover
pictures, lyrics of the songs with timing informa-
tion, and MIDI �les. We developed several tools to
create, insert and search this database.

1 Introduction

Several people have dreamed of building a system
that could unlock the knowledge of humanity. The
MEMEX system [1], Xanadu [17], and the Word
Wide Web (WWW) are steps to realise that dream.
Inspired by these ideas we propose a system that is
one step further to the realisation of that dream.

The WWW contains vast amounts of information,
without any structure. The lack of structure within
WWW is both its strength and its weakness. Find-
ing information in the vastness of the WWW is a

serious problem. It also lacks some features for ac-
cess and addition of information.

First, the WWW lacks the possibility of writing in-
formation in context. In the classic paper of Van-
nevar Bush [1] the addition of information to the col-
lection was identi�ed as a mandatory feature. How-
ever, WWW pages on the Internet do not have write
access. Only a limited and non-standard form of
write access can be provided through the use of CGI
scripts. A contribution of information can not be
made to the point at which it appears on the WWW.
The inability of supplementing already present in-
formation with a bi-directional link inhibits the true
accumulation of information. Information cannot
be placed on the WWW within the context to which
it belongs, instead it is tied to a �site-name�. As a
consequence, search engines have to restore the con-
text by giving the translation of keywords to rele-
vant locations. Second, the WWW has no standard
rating and moderation systems. Between the out-
dated, irrelevant, and incorrect content on the In-
ternet lie the true gems of information. Without a
built-in mechanism to rate and moderate informa-
tion it is impossible to make a distinction. We need
to learn from the mechanisms that already exist for
a long time in the �paper world�. Third, there is no
direct support for replication and synchronisation
within WWW. A system that contains all knowl-
edge of humanity needs to be distributed across the
globe. Without any distribution the central points
of the system would break down. Mirroring of sites
and proxies are only added solutions to replicate
the WWW. The WWW is not a fully distributed
system, it is a collection of interconnected, yet in-
dependent HTTP daemons.

The WWW represents a signi�cant advancement for
the dissemination of knowledge, it can be viewed as



a 15-billion-word encyclopedia [3, 12]. The signi�-
cant growth in size, access, and reach of the WWW
make it vital that new systems are enhancements
of the WWW instead of competitive replacements.
Addition of the above features to the WWW is dif-
�cult. Write access is a nightmare for security. Rat-
ing and moderation is di�cult because ratings are
highly individual and depend on a personal point of
view. Distribution is an ambitious step compared
to the current WWW practice.

The basis of our open information pools concept is
our belief in openness. Information does not ap-
pear, but must be provided by someone. The ob-
stacles for adding information must be as small as
possible. The organisation of this information must
be as open as possible: everybody must be able to
contribute or copy content. With this openness we
are able to solve the three problems of the WWW.

This paper applies the ideas of Open Source soft-
ware to collections of structured information. The
Open Source idea is that software must be dis-
tributed as source code, enabling everybody to im-
prove and extend this software [9]. Due to a spe-
cial clause in the GPL copyright notice, often used
by much of the Open Source Software community,
software under a GPL copyright must remain in the
public domain. The philosophy of keeping some-
thing open has been applied to other �elds besides
software as well. For example, an initiative has been
started to keep web content open [25], and another
to publish hardware designs [29].

This paper proposes to create open information
pools, with the underlying philosophy that informa-

tion needs to be in the public domain. We de�ne an
open information pool as �a structured collection of

text, pictures, movies, sound, and other data, which

may be freely copied and to which the whole Inter-

net community can add information�. The struc-
tured pools of information are implemented as re-
lational databases. Each database contains infor-
mation about a speci�c topic in several tables. Ev-
erybody can contribute to such a database and also
copy the content, provided that added information
remains public. Rating and moderation systems are
used to keep the content �clean�. The open form
makes it possible to create information pools that
are impossible, or not cost e�ective, to create and
maintain by a �rm. When a �rm owns and main-
tains a database, the database can dissappear when
for example the �rm goes out of business. Public
information has a smaller risk of disappearance.

In [9] Raymond discusses the gift culture of Open
Source. With our open information pools we will
try to show that the same gift culture can also be
cultivated in the information domain, besides the
software domain. Within Open Source it has been
shown that people are willing to freely share their
work without any direct payment. The quality of
this shared work can even surpass the quality of the
work produced within �rms that do not use this gift
culture. On the Internet people are willing to share
information freely, for example, within Usenet. Peo-
ple can be motivated to share information for free
for the satisfaction of a good reputation amongst
their peers, the knowledge that a good reputation
can also pay-o� in the real world, or pure altruism.

By using the Internet as the basis of the informa-
tion pools, world wide access is guaranteed. Adding
information to Internet-based databases is already
possible [20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The majority
of these databases do not contain scienti�c, medical,
historical, or cultural knowledge but �popular infor-
mation�, with a wide audience. Unfortunately, sev-
eral of these databases have been taken out of the
public domain for commercial reasons. Users cannot
copy the entire content of those non-public domain
databases. We believe that this protective commer-
cialism is a dangerous development that threatens
the free �ow of information. The Internet movie
database [28] (about 200,000 entries), and the au-
dio CD database [21] (about 500,000 entries) were
open, but are now closed. The audio CD database is
popular, with more than 600 contributions of infor-
mation daily. However, the quality of the content is
low; the number of duplicate records is measured to
be as high as 12 in some cases. Slashdot.org, in con-
trast, is a good example of how an open information
pool should operate. Slashdot.org is a web site with
an open news and discussion forum, it has public
write access, is based on a relation database, uses
an advanced moderation system, and has a large
user base. The Open Directory Project [26] is also
a good example, they have created a comprehensive
directory of over a million web pages, by relying on a
�vast army� of volunteer editors. The directory can
be freely copied, and is used by Netscape, Lycos,
HotBot, and others.
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Figure 1: Open Information Pools architecture

2 System overview

We designed an architecture that supports open in-
formation pools and adds to the WWW the three
missing features discussed in Section 1. The ar-
chitecture consists of several components, see Fig-
ure 1. Current Internet based writable databases
are tightly bound to the database content. In our
architecture, every component is independent of the
information pools content. With our generic archi-
tecture, the number of these open, Internet based
information pools could grow and software could be
re-used.

2.1 Users and submitters

The submitters are the key to the whole open pool
concept. The database must be of su�cient interest
in order for them to freely submit the information
they have. People that have bought a described
item, are fan of the subject, or do research on it
are especially motivated to submit. Computer liter-
acy also plays a role, computer related database en-
tries such as security vulnerabilities, 2nd hand com-
puter adds, FAQs, manuals, and computer science
encyclopedia could be popular. When information
is submitted it is also important to register the sub-

mitter as a form of recognition for his e�orts. People
with a high number of submissions build a certain
reputation with this work. The motivations behind
submission are thus not limited to pure altruism.
The in�uence of reputations in a gift culture are
explored by Eric S. Raymond in [9].

2.2 Submissions, rating, and modera-
tion

The power of the open information pool is also its
greatest weakness; the open form makes the infor-
mation pool vulnerable to errors and abuse. The
rating and moderation component ensures that the
database is kept clean. Users can submit informa-
tion into the pool with submission tools. Submis-
sions can be of two types: inserts and modi�cations.
For the storage of modi�cations within an informa-
tion pool there are two methods: it is possible to
store the original database and the subsequent mod-
i�cations, or to store only the latest updated ver-
sion. What method should be used depends on the
need for history within the information pool. Dif-
ferent rating and moderation policies can be used
for inserts and modi�cations. For example, an in-
formation pool in the form of an encyclopedia for
computer science can have the following policy: ev-
ery Internet user can freely insert new terms and de-
scriptions, and a team of moderators is appointed to
modify and delete entries. With such an open pol-
icy of an information pool, attacks on integrity and
availability cannot be prevented. Write access could
be blocked for new users, users only obtain write ac-
cess after using the information pool for some time.
Some boundaries could be set on number of inserts
and modi�cations. When anonymous inserts are
not allowed, limits on the number of submissions
per user can be set. Another possibility is to limit
the number of these transactions per computer by
using the IP address. Numerous, slightly di�erent
policies can be constructed around an identical cen-
tral mechanism, several policies can also be mixed
to form a new, hybrid policy.

2.2.1 Submitter based

A simple policy is to place the �rst submitter of the
content in control of subsequent modi�cations. New
information may be freely inserted. With every in-
sert the e-mail address is requested. Modi�cations
are allowed but have to be approved by the origi-
nal submitter, using e-mail. If the original submit-
ter does not respond within a reasonable amount of
time, he loses his approval rights. The original sub-
mitter is then automatically replaced by the sub-
mitter of the modi�cation. This policy is the most
simple to use and implement, but it does not o�er
strong protection against errors.



2.2.2 Reputation based

A more advanced system is build around the rep-
utation of users. Each user is registered with a
(nick)name and a number that indicates his reputa-
tion. A reputation function calculates a reputation
based on several aspects of the user, like the amount
of activity of the user, number of retrievals of his
submitted information, the number of modi�cations
to his submissions, etc. Based on this reputation all
sorts of moderation methods become possible. For
example, a high reputation enables people to mod-
erate content submitted by people of signi�cantly
lower reputation. This policy requires registration
and identi�cation of the user with for example an
account and password. This gives a barrier for sub-
mission of information, but also more protection.
When a new account is requested the password is
e-mailed to the user, thus a valid e-mail adress is
required. A reputation-based system is more com-
plex, provides a small barrier, and o�ers stronger
protection against errors than the submitter based
policy.

2.2.3 Democratic based

With a rating mechanism the majority determines
what is considered �correct�. Users indicate the
quality of every insert and modi�cation. Quality
ratings can consist of numbers that indicate the
level of accuracy, completeness, or grammatical cor-
rectness, it is also possible to rate quality with a
�better/worse than� indication. It is very di�cult
to rate the content of a web page because the rat-
ing is strongly dependent of the point of view and
the purpose of the text, according to [10]. Because
a database has more structure and a high level of
context, we belief accurate quality rating is possible.
When users search through the information pool the
ratings can be used to �lter out information below
the desired quality level. The democratic and repu-
tation based policy can be combined into a system

where votes of users are weighted with their reputa-
tion, and (dis)agreements in�uence the reputation
of the submitter. A problem with the democratic
policy is that users cannot always be objective and
independant, for example the majority can deter-
mine that false popular belief is true.

2.2.4 Expert based

Experts are (democratically) appointed users that
control all the inserts and modi�cations. Users can
freely submit inserts and modi�cation, but the ex-
perts determine if they should be added to the open
information pool. A variation of this policy is to
create a hierarchy of experts. Using the expert pol-
icy places a very large responsibility at the experts.
Problems may arise if experts do not have su�cient
time for moderation, lack of interest for their task,
or if their objectivity is questionable. This policy is
used within the Open Directory Project [26].

2.3 Databases

A database can contain text, pictures, music,
movies, and other data. Examples of possible
databases include a history database with people,
places and events, encyclopedia on various topics,
tutorials on various levels, consumer reviews on
products, medical information, product pricing per
(e-)store, stock market numbers, TV listings, etc.

Representation of information is a di�cult subject.
The information stored by the WWW is not struc-
tured, hence the context of information is hard to
�nd. Recent WWW developments include adding
meta-tags or database extensions that describe the
context of WWW pages [6]. When a database is
used for storing the information the context is well
de�ned and the content is highly structured [19].
Using a relational database for the storage of web-
based information is more powerful than the method
of using standard �les. The additional power of re-
lational databases is particularly strong when using
large pools of structured information.

The demands and properties of a database depend
on the class of information stored. The �rst sepa-
ration we make is between objective and subjective
information. The former is an unbiased truth about
subjects, phenomena, people, places, objects, com-
panies, etc. The latter is a person's belief or opin-
ion about some subject, people, etc. with a biased
truth. The second separation we make is between
deterministic information and non-deterministic in-
formation. When there is only one answer and one
logical textual representation to a question we call
it deterministic information. For example the ques-
tion �In what year was Napoleon Bonaparte born?�
results in a single answer. The question �What is the



life story of Napoleon Bonaparte?�, can be a com-
plete paragraph or book of non-deterministic infor-
mation.

Objective information is more easy to store and to
maintain in the database than subjective informa-
tion. Moderation is simpli�ed when the content is
free of beliefs and opinions. When non-deterministic
information is stored in the database, the demands
on the rating and moderation tools are higher. Non-
deterministic information is very hard to capture
and maintain in a value of a �eld in a database.
The reason for this is that modi�cations on non-
deterministic information in text form can be re-
placements of the whole text, small modi�cations
on several sentences, a new combination of several
other suggested modi�cations, a new structure of
the whole text without modi�cation of sentences,
etc.

2.4 WWW extraction tools

Open information pools are not replacements of cur-
rent WWW pages. With WWW extraction tools we
can add context and structure to the WWW con-
tent and insert it into an open information pool.
Extraction tools are very useful to start a new in-
formation pool and re-use WWW based content.
Several extraction tools exist that can extract the
information from a WWW site [15, 18]. Most ex-
tractions tools use a wrapper for each WWW site.
A wrapper is a program that extracts information
from a speci�c WWW page and presents this in-
formation to the user or inserts it into a database.
Because each WWW site is di�erent, wrappers are
unique to each WWW site. The extraction tools
can generate these wrappers after they are con�g-
ured for a particular WWW site by the user. This
user con�guration is time consuming. In [5] software
is described that can detect the structure of a web
page automatically. This software does not require
user con�guration, but the software is reported to
show �meaningful� results in only 70 % of the cases.
Even with these advanced WWW extraction tools,
submitters must �nd WWW sites that contain in-
formation missing in the information pools. When

automatic WWW extraction tools are used for sub-
mission, the submitter information must be present
to enable moderation. The extraction tools must
therefore be con�gured with information about the
submitter. This, however is not necessary when
anonymous submissions are allowed.

2.5 Search tools

Search tools can help the user to search through the
information pools. Search tools are more e�ective
than the general Internet search engines because
the information is stored in a more structured way,
within a known context. In [13] a distinction is made
between discovery queries, used by WWW search
engines such as Yahoo, Altavista, etc. and retrieval

queries that are queries on a speci�c collection of
WWW pages (intranet) that are well maintained,
and have a known structure. WWW search engines
often fail to exploit the structure of such WWW
pages, because the exact semantics of links remain
invisible. Because WWW search engines cannot ex-
ploit structure, they prefer indexing ��at� WWW
pages.

Discovery queries of Internet search engines ask key-
words to make a sorted list of relevant WWW pages.
Often these discovery queries result in a large num-
bers of matching pages. The coverage and recency
of Internet search engines (Altavista, Excite, Hot-
Bot, Infoseek, Lycos, Nothern Light) is extensively
analysed in [12]. This study, published in 1998, es-
timated that the lower bound for the number of
WWW pages is 320 million. It is also shown that
no single Internet search engine indexes more than
one-third of the �indexable WWW�. In contrast, re-
trieval queries on information pools do not su�er
from the e�ect that information is not �indexable�.
A search is broken into two steps. First, the ap-
propriate information pool is located. Second, this
single database is searched to answer the query.

2.6 Distribution tools

For performance and reliability the information
pools can be replicated. The openness of the in-
formation pools also dictates that there must be no
single person or organisation in control. Information
must be freely shared among all interested users on
the Internet. Users must be able to download a
whole database and access it o�-line. Updates must
be exchanged between di�erent sites to keep them
synchronised. Updates must not be controlled by a
single site in a scalable distributed system. There
are several update mechanisms. (1) Updates can be
distributed in the form of a chain where each loca-
tion forward the received updates and his own up-

dates to the next location. (2) A hierarchical system



can be used distributes the updates from a group
of top level systems. (3) The use of a news group
to broadcast the updates. A news group with for-
matted e-mails is a particular useful method of dis-
tributing updates because it builds on a world-wide
broadcast mechanism. The reliability of a system
using news groups is higher than the alternatives,
yet more bandwidth and other resources are used.

A nice property of our information pools is that
they are self-describing. Having a description of the
databases o� all information pools is very usefull.
A special database called meta is used to describe
the various databases, the policy they use, the ta-
bles and �elds therein, the distribution method, and
the locations were they are stored. The open meta
database has a special moderation method. The in-
serts can only be made from the site which hosts
the open database. This can be simply checked us-
ing the IP number. The meta database is useful for
search tools because it contains the context of all
information.

3 Legal issues

Copyright laws on the Internet have always been
under pressure because of the ease of duplication.
Redistribution and publication of copyrighted ma-
terial is in most cases not allowed. Copyrighted ma-
terial cannot be entered into an open information
pool without permission of the copyright holder.
For a good introduction about copyright laws and
databases, see [2, 14]. It is impossible to claim the
copyright of facts, ideas, and public information.
The non-trivial question is, what material is copy-
righted, and what is an unprotected fact, idea, or
public information.

The best legal term describing our information pool
concept is the term �automated database�. The
copyright law of the United Sates de�nes an au-
tomated database as: �a body of facts, data, or

other information assembled into an organised for-

mat suitable for use in a computer and compris-

ing one or more �les� [11]. The copyright laws
of the US and many other countries only protect
�original work�. The de�nition of an original work
was traditionally coupled to some form of creativ-
ity within this work. However, it is very hard to
show the creativity for the content of an automated
database. To extend the copyright protection to

factual automated database the �sweat of the brow�
doctrine was introduced. But this doctrine was re-
cently abandoned in a US supreme court ruling of
Rural telephone Service Co., Inc v. Feist Publica-

tions, Inc. 663 F. Supp. 214 218 (1987). Open
information pools of facts and public information
can therefore not be copyrighted because there is
no original work, no creativity, and the �sweat of
the brow� doctrine was abandoned. The implica-
tions for the open information pool concept are that
making a copy of an existing database on the WWW
with facts, ideas, and public information is allowed,
but copyrighted information remains o�-limits.

4 Implementation

In this section we �rst discuss measurements we con-
ducted on rating and moderation tools. Second, we
discuss our own prototype that is the �rst step to-
wards a full implementation of our open information
pool concept.

4.1 Rating and moderation measure-
ments

Rating and moderation tools have been discussed
extensively in the literature, see for a good exam-
ple [10], and for an overview [4]. However, we were
unable to �nd any publication on the performance of
such tools with both real content and a large group
of real users. To investigate the dynamics of rating
and moderation tools, and to support the validity
of our open information pool concept we conducted
measurements on a web site with operational rating
and moderation tools. We choose the Slashdot.org
web site because it has already at lot of the ele-
ments we use in our open information pool concept.
Slashdot.org shows important news items on var-
ious topics in computer science and gives readers
the ability to freely attach news comments with re-
marks, enhancements, and insights to a news item.
Inserted news comments can be viewed by all read-
ers and are attached to the original news item. All
news items and comments are stored in a large re-
lational database. Slashdot.org uses a hybrid rating
and moderation system that is based on the reputa-
tion and democratic mechanisms discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2. However, Slashdot.org is not generic, it is
fully dedicated to the �news forum� purpose. The
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Figure 2: Slashdot.org user actions.

database routines, rating system, and moderation
system cannot be re-used for other classes of infor-
mation besides news items. Another important lim-
itation is that news comments cannot be modi�ed
once inserted. The lack of modi�cation options is
not important for news comments, but does prevent
news comments from being corrected for spelling er-
rors. A generic implementation of an open infor-
mation pool must allow several operations on the
database content to update or improve it. When
the content is text, the operations are for example
correcting spelling errors, joining several paragraphs
together, making modi�cations on several sentences,
etc.

Within Slashdot.org every comment to a news item
is rated with a score from -1 (inferior) to 5 (insight-
ful) by the readers. The initial score of a news com-
ment is 1 by default, 2 for users with a high rep-
utation, and 0 for anonymous news comments. A
percentage of the (randomly-selected) readers with
su�ciently high reputation are allowed to in�uence
the scores. When users are asked to in�uence the
score they can add or subtract a single point to the
score of a news comment. The reputation of a user is
calculated based on the score of his recently posted
news comments. Readers can set the level of mod-
eration by �ltering news comments below a score
threshold. If the lowest threshold of -1 is selected,
all news comments are visible.

In Figure 2 two user actions are shown: the num-
ber of new added news comments and the number
of rating actions. The news comments are the av-
erage number of inserted comments per hour in the
discussion of a single news item. The time is set
relative to the publication of the news item. Each

Comment score Percentage

inferiour, -1 8.1 %

0 31.0 %

1 40.3 %

2 14.5 %

3 3.8 %

4 1.2 %

insightfull, 5 1.1 %

Table 1: Slashdot.org comment score distribution.

rating action is the addition or subtraction of a point
from the news comment score. The results are cal-
culated from an analysis of 30 news items which
received more then 4,250 comments and were sub-
ject to 1,400 rating actions. The average number
of inserted comments per news item is about 142
(4250=30). This �gure shows that the activity of
the users is fairly high and fast, on average half of
the comments is inserted within three hours of the
news item's release. Within the �rst hour of the
news item release almost 38 news comments are in-
serted. After this initial attention the user activity
drops fast and after 12 hours less than two com-
ments are inserted per hour. The rating system does
not show this sharp decrease. On average almost 10
rating actions are performed within the �rst hour
on the 38 inserted news comments. After 10 hours,
less than one rating action is carried out per hour.

The resulting distribution of the news comments
scores is shown in Table 1. If a reader selects the
threshold of 3 for reading, 93.9 % of the news com-
ments are not shown. Unfortunately it is very di�-
cult to determine objectively if the remaining high
ranking comments are really of high quality. It is the
personal opinion of the author that the score of a
news comment gives a good indication of the quality
of the comment. Deviations between the score and
the quality are not frequent and are seldom more
than a single point. Overall the rating and moder-
ation system works e�ectively. For example, news
comments containing strong language with no in-
sight, no intelligent remarks, and no enhancement
are quickly rated -1, (inferior).

The required time for a news comment to obtain
the �nal score is shown in Figure 3, for clarity only
the four major start and end score combinations are
shown. Each change in the score is a result of a user
rating action. Time is taken relative to the inser-
tion of the news comment. The number of measured

news comments (n) with this start and end score
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combination is shown at the endpoint of the lines. It
is important to know that the initial score is changed
for only 21.8 % of the inserted news comments. On
average it takes 37 minutes for news comments with
an initial score of 1 and �nal score of 5 to receive
the �rst addition to the score. For news comments
with an �nal score of 3 the �rst addition comes after
1 hour and 36 minutes. Receiving the last point to-
wards the �nal score takes signi�cantly longer. For
the following [initial, �nal] score combinations [1,5],
[1,3], [1,-1], [0,-1] the last rating point is received
after 253, 220, 207, and 138 minutes respectively.
This indicates that the convergance towards the �-
nal score starts fast and than slows down.

To summarise we note that the rating of the news
comments by the users works e�ectively. The users
are very active with both inserting comments and
rating comments. The rating system of Slashdot.org
works on a surprisingly small time scale; insight-
ful news comments in the database get their �rst

reward after only 37 minutes. With the measure-
ments on Slashdot.org we see that subjective, non-
deterministic information (see Section 2.3) can be
rated fast and accurately. Another important char-
acteristic is that users are free to determine the level
of moderation by setting a �ltering threshold.

4.2 Prototype

We are currently building a prototype of a system
for a single open information pool, with all the ele-
ments of the overall structure outlined in Figure 1.
Our �rst goal is to develop new rating and mod-
eration tools from studies with actual users and
real content that work e�ectively for various classes

of information and allow all sorts of modi�cations.
The next step is to build a generic implementation
that enables a user to create a new open informa-
tion pool using only a WWW interface. With this
WWW interface the user selects a rating method,
moderation method, tables, �elds, and other op-
tions. The system would automatically create the
information pool and insert this new pool into the
meta-database (see Section 2.6) and allow all Inter-
net users to browse and submit information.

For the database content of the prototype we have
chosen music information. The database consists
of music artists/band biographies, produced audio
CDs, audio CD cover pictures, songs on every au-
dio CD, lyrics of the songs with timing information
(�karaoke), and MIDI �les. There are four reasons
for this decision. First, this content has a high de-
gree of context, requires frequent updates, and com-
bines various information classes (see Section 2.3).
This is important because we want to study rating
and moderation systems for all information classes
in action. Second, the content of this database is
attractive for a very large and active user group.
Third, because the existing database with some of
this information called �Audio CD database� [21]
is taken from the public domain, see Section 1, we
want to return this database to the public domain.
Fourth, we can re-use and extend the source code of
the CDIndex project [20]. The open source CDIn-
dex project is developing software for an open audio
CD database as an alternative for the closed audio
CD database. The aim of CDIndex is the same as
the original audio CD database, focused to storing
audio CD �table of contents�. The table of content
of an audio CD consists of the names of the songs
and artists, this information is not present on the
CD itself. CDIndex has an operational database
and produced working code to anonymously insert
information. Rating, moderation, and distribution
tools are not yet developed and the database is vir-
tually empty.

Our prototype is implemented in Perl on a Linux
system using the MySQL database and Apache
WWW server. The music information database
of the prototype is �nished and can be viewed,
searched or �lled from an ordinary browser. Sub-
mission, voting, and moderation tools are still under
development. We implemented a generic search tool
that can be used for keyword searches and to browse
through a database. This generic search tool queries
the relational database for tables and �elds that
can be searched. This information is not present



Figure 4: The Scrolling Lyrics creation and submission tool.

in the generic search tool. The search tool uses the
database structure information to show a HTML
search form. A basic WWW extraction tool has

been made. This WWW extraction tool was con�g-
ured to extract audio CD cover pictures, MIDI �les

and lyrics from several WWW sites. The open infor-
mation pool now contains more than 10,000 audio
CD covers, numerous MIDI �les, and an extensive
amount of lyrics.

A speci�c client program called �Scrolling Lyrics�
is developed for the display, creation, and submis-
sion of the lyrics with timing information. Scrolling
Lyrics is an Open Source plug-in for the popu-
lar Windows95 music player called �WinAmp�. A
screen shot of Scrolling Lyrics program in edit mode
is shown in Figure 4. A user can enter the lyrics, add
a timestamp for every word in the song, and submit
this information to a server of their choosing. In the
screen shot, text with time stamps is shown as well
as plain text. When the music is playing users can
click the �add� button to add a timestamp to a word
in the song. The text with timestamps has a stair-
case e�ect for readability. When the scrolling lyrics
program is in play mode, the lyrics of the song scroll
in synchronisation with the music. Options are in-
cluded to save this scrolling lyrics information inside
a compressed MPEG audio �le (mp3) and to submit
it for entry in the music database. Submissions are
formatted in XML, a more general form of HTML.
The submissions are delivered to a server with the
HTTP Post method. The processing is done with
perl CGI scripts, they insert the submission in the
music database. The distribution tools can option-
ally post every submission that arrives at the server
directly in a news group.

There are several unsolved legal issues tied to this
music database. The lyrics of almost all popular
songs are copyrighted and cannot be entered into the
music database without permission. If the scrolling
lyrics information is a �new and original work� it

is not copyrighted and can be entered freely. The
question of copyright on scrolling lyrics information
is unresolved. Under the local Dutch copyright leg-

islation it is permitted to give people a personal
copy of lyrics without violating the copyright. Using

scanned images of audio CD covers is also permit-
ted, provided that they are used for on-line sales
catalogs, for example an electronic audio CD shop
with a preview image of the audio CDs on sale.

The source code of our prototype and the scrolling
lyrics program is freely available from [22] under
the Open Source license. The measurement software
for the Slashdot.org rating and moderation tools is
available on request. This measurement software
can interfere with the proper operation of the Slash-
dot.org server.

5 Related work

We have not been able to �nd any earlier work
raising our basic idea - a world-wide collection of
open, public-writable databases with moderation
and world-wide distribution. However our idea
touches on a number of other publications in di�er-
ent parts of computer science, including hypertext,
databases, knowledge bases, etc.

Various researchers have investigated the combina-
tion of relational databases and the WWW. In [6]
the idea of including the database tables, attributes,
and relations inside HTML was presented. The
complete separation of content and appearance is
argued in [19], where the content is organised as
a database. The developers of RCS and CVS [8]
have created tools to update, synchronise, and dis-
tribute �les. These tools provide some basic sup-
port for public write access and moderation of sub-
missions coordinated by a central server. CVS op-



erates on the �le and directory level and provides
an abstraction level that is very basic, for example
database records are outside the scope of CVS. Our
concept is di�erent from CVS because we use a dis-
tributed structure, operate on the database level,
and use generic rating and moderation tools. As
early as 1990 the �rst prototype browser appeared
with both read and write capability, yet the WWW
has primary been used as a read-only tool. The
recent WebDAV standard [16] transforms the read-
only WWW into a writable, collaborative medium.
Access is restricted and cryptographic authentica-
tion schemes are used to enforce this. WebDAV
de�nes mechanisms for �le locking, version manage-
ment, hierarchical organisation, and access control.
The standard does not specify distribution, rating,
and moderation tools. It di�ers from our approach
because it is designed only for use by a closed group
of users and cannot be applied on a global Inter-
net scale. Annotation and rating of WWW pages
has been explored in [4, 10]. The annotation tools
proposed in these papers use separate annotation
servers and are limited to adding comment to exist-
ing WWW pages. This di�ers from our approach,
we de�ne integrated rating and moderation tools for
structured information. The controversial US Com-
munications Decency Act [7] increased the interest
in such content rating and moderation systems. The
Usenet system has some similarities to our concept.
Usenet is also fully distributed and has public write
access, but it does not have standard rating tools
and enforces no rigid structure. The hierarchy of
news groups with di�erent subject areas is very loose
when compared to the rigid structure of a relational
database.

6 Conclusions and future work

We have introduced the idea of structured informa-
tion pools that are open to the public. By giving
public write access, information pools grow with
each submission. We are working on a generic
open information pool implementation based on a
web server and relational database system. With
this implementation a number of WWW drawbacks
would be removed. Generic rating, moderation, dis-
tribution, and WWW extraction tools are needed to
�ll these open information pools and to keep them
clean, accessible, and reliable. With our system we
want to counter the trend that information is taken
from the public domain.

In the near future we will conduct a long term study
to determine the dynamics of a large scale and in-
tensively used open information pool to re�ne our
implementation. We hope that our next implemen-
tation will be another step in the realisation of the
dream that all knowledge of humanity will be un-
locked.
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